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Product Data Sheet 

     VISCOTAQ

®

 SEALANT/EZ PASTE  

 

1. Product Description. VISCOTAQ SEALANT is a versatile and economical 

product intended for a wide range of structural applications, 

where water leaks are a problem. VISCOTAQ SEALANT 

provides for a quick and economical method of installation with 

excellent sealing properties. VISCOTAQ SEALANT has 

immediate adhesion to steel, PE, PP, epoxy, polyurethane, 

PVC, etc. without roughening. There is no cure or hardening 

time required.  VISCOTAQ

®

 SEALANT is storage stable 

(dry/cool) with an unlimited shelf life. 

 

2. Applications. VISCOTAQ

®

 SEALANT is engineered for use in many water leak 

applications, offering long-term performance in commercial, 

residential, telecommunications, utilities, transportation, 

electrical, water, wastewater, agricultural, and industrial as 

well as others. The primary applications are sealing around 

rooftop vents, pipes, metal roof seams, flashings, residential 

and commercial roofing, EPM roofing, and cable entries, holes 

and voids, cracks, storage tanks, industrial pools, swimming 

pools, manholes, basements, floors, cable joints and repairs, 

and etc. VISCOTAQ SEALANT is also used in conjunction with 

other AMCORR Products such as EZ Wrap for application at the 

tank chime (floor wall interface) and at flanges to prevent 

corrosion. 

 

3. Physical Properties.  

 

Product Name:   VISCOTAQ

®

 SEALANT 

 Color:    white 

 Odor:    None 

 Density:    1.4 

 Viscosity:   Mastic-like 

  Ph:    Neutral 

  Shelf Life:   Unlimited 

  Max. Operating Temp.  158 F 

  Min. Operating Temp.  -45 F 

  Water Intake:   0% 

  Adheres to Wet Surface: Yes, most cases 

  Min. Temp. (no cracks)  -45 F 

  Application: Above and below grade 

applications 

 Stretch:    >500% (putty) 

 Chemical behavior: completely inert. Can be used in 

conjunction with gaskets and 

seals 
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4. Performance. VISCOTAQ SEALANT

®

 is a permanent solution to a variety of 

water problems. VISCOTAQ

®

 SEALANT

 

has been highly 

successful in solving water leakage problems in numerous 

markets. Consult AMCORR Products for information regarding 

these projects and references. 

 

5. Specifications. The VISCOTAQ SEALANT

®

 is a mastic-like material designed 

with synthetic properties that will adhere to almost any surface 

without a primer. The VISCOTAQ SEALANT

®

 is available in 

cartridges and is designed to be used as a permanent solution 

for numerous water leaks.  

 

 

6. Installation Instructions. 

 

 Clean the application with a dry cloth. Remove as much of the loose 

material on the area as you can. 

 Apply the sealant by cartridge and press the product in the area. Ensure 

the area is clean 

 In many cases the application can be done in wet environment. 

 When more head pressure is expected, cover with cementatious grout or 

a rubber seal, since the product remains flexible. 

 For cable conduits, apply a minimum of 2 inch in depth. 

 

 

 

7. Maintenance. INSPECTION: visually inspect to see if full adhesion has 

occurred (within half an hour to an hour). If not full adhesion 

has occurred, reapply with caulking gun by injecting more 

product. In case of active leak: leak should have stopped. 

 

8. Technical Service. AMCORR provides technical support to assist in product 

selection and appropriate installation design. Technical 

information is available upon request. 

 

9. Precautionary Information. No unusual hazards are known or expected. 

Observe normal safety procedures during installation. 

MSDS Sheets are available upon request. 

 

10. Availability.   VISCOTAQ SEALANT

®

 is available from authorized 

distributors nationwide.  

 

Important Notice: All statements, technical information, and 

recommendations contained herein are based upon testing believed to be 

reliable, but the accuracy and completeness thereof is not guaranteed. 

 

Warranty: AMCORR PRODUCTS  manufactures its goods in a manner to be 

free of defects. Should any defect occur in its goods (within one year), 

AMCORR PRODUCTS, upon prompt notification, will at its option, exchange 

or repair the goods. 


